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The M400 is a new generation of digital readout for metrology probes.

The M400 is the successor of the SPC400 that have proved its utility 
during almost 20 years with thousands of units installed in various types 
of industries.

The M400 enables to realize dimensional control from 1 to 99 probes.
The M400 is universal (different probe technologies accepted) and 
powerful (up to 32 characteristics displayed in the same time, trigonome-
trical functions, statistical functions, PLC functions...)

Thanks to its intuitive menus and its general simplicity the M400 is a 
device that will be immediately adopted by every operator.

Its housing machined in a solid aluminium block offers to the M400 an 
incomparable robustness, even used in the most severe industrial environments.
The M400 front face is covered by an integral polyester sheet that ensures a protection against liquid projections like 
oil. Connectors are oriented to the bottom limiting also liquids infi ltrations.

The M400 is available in 2 versions
- Version on a swivelling support (possibility to fi x the support with 4 M5 screws)
- Version for panel mounting

             Colour touch screen display

The M400 digital readout is fi tted with a 7’’ colour display with the touch 
screen functions allowing an easy confi guration of the device thanks to 
its icon desktop, its windows and its drop down menus. Measurement 
is displayed with bargraphs,  up the 32 measurement characteristics 
simultaneously.
Virtual keyboards (alphanumerical, numerical and with trigonometri-
cal functions) allows entering part’s names, IP adresses, calculation 
formulas... An automatic system  checks if data is entered with the right 
format an prevent any typing error.
The M400 is running on our own operating system (not on Windows CE 
or similar), this allows high performances of display in terms of probe’s 
reading rate for example.



                Modularity and compatibility

               Dimensions
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                Connection facilities and communication

One advantage of the M400 is its compatibility with different technologies of probes

Probes are connected on separate modules through the M-bus network. This modular confi guration offers the fol-
lowing advantages :
- Flexibility of the probes number (up to 99)
- Possibility to use simultaneously different technologies of probes :
 - Inductive (Metro, Tesa compatible, Mahr)
 - Incremental linear encoders (Metro, Heindenhain)
 - Digital (Metro - Solartron)
 - Capacitive (Sylvac - under development)
- The M400 display unit can be installed far from the probes. Extension modules are connected by only one cable to 
the M400 without any risk of signal deterioration.

- RS232 with ASCII 
or Modbus RTU 
protocols

- Ethernet with 
ASCII or Modbus 
TCP protocols

- CAN Open

- 1 USB host port for data 
export to a USB stick (up 
to 40’000 measurement 
stored by measurement 
characteristic)

- 1 multifunction 
footswitch input

- 1 M-bus port for 
connexion of the 
extension modules 
and I/O.

The 8 I/O M-bus module enables to interface automatism devices to the M400 thanks to its 8 optocoupled I/O.
The module can be fi xed on a DIN rail. 

Modules are juxtaposed on the DIN rail ensuring the interconnection of the M-bus network. 
All the modules are connected to the «M-bus network» output of the M400. The connection of the input and outputs 
is done with screw terminal.

A simple programmation language allows then to defi ne the needed actions in functions of the inputs and the inter-
nal status of the M400. Thanks to this lagauge the user can defi ne an automatism program included in the control 
characteristics in order to perform the requested functions. 

These remote I/O are made to automate the measurements. They bring the following additionnal functionnalities : 
 • Direct automation of a machine by the M400 (SPC400)
 • Automation of the measurement by an external system (PLC)
 • Transmission of messages on the serial link or display of messages on the screen in function of programmable 
events. 

              Automatism
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             The M-bus network

The M-bus network has been developped in order to link easily probes and interfaces to measuring devices. This 
system brings the following improvements :
 
 • The display unit receives digital data from the probes. The transmitted signal is therfore no anymore damaged 
by the cable length. The digital data are the same not depending of the probe’s technology used (inductive, linear 
encoder...). The display unit is not anymore dedicated to a single technology of probe and it is therefore possible 
to choose the most adapted technology depending on each measuring case.
 • A single cable is used to connect all the probes to the display unit, this greatly simplify the wiring.
 • Capacity of 99 probes for the M400
 • The M-bus network is able to receive probes individually as well as multi-probes systems.

Example of M-bus confi guration
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Extension box for 4 
incremental probes

Extension box for 8 
inductive probes
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               Item references

Item Reference
M400 display unit 45500

M-bus Extension module for 8 inductive probes 50022 
M-bus Extension module for 16 inductive probes 51310
M-bus Extension module for 4 incremental linear encoder Heidenhain (TTL output) 50020
M-bus Extension module for 4 incremental linear encoder Heidenhain (1Vpp - 11μA output) 50026
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Th is document is not contractual and contains information corresponding to the level of technology at the date of printing. Metro reserves the right to modify and/or improve the product, whose characteristics are des-
cribed in these documents, as required by new technology at any time. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to inform himself, no matter what the circumstances, of the product’s maintenance conditions and requirements. 
Metro reserves all rights, especially those arising from our “General Delivery Conditions”.
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